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A: You were really close, but unfortunately you can't split on the newline character. You need to use the more powerful character classes [^] and [^;] to include both bytes for the newline and one or more regular characters, respectively. Also note that strings don't need delimiters, and you shouldn't pass any in to your function anyway: awk -F "[, ]+" -v OFS="\t" '{print $1}' file.txt [^, ]+ means "one or more characters that are not the comma or space character", and [^;] means "one or more characters that are not the semicolon". -domain galaxy [e.g. @Ke06]. Furthermore, the observed high gas content in the target sample supports the idea of a delayed formation of the central starburst, as previously suggested for the galaxies in the Antennae system [@Le07]. - A single
starburst is unable to reproduce the observed \[O[ii]{}\]/\[O[iii]{}\] and \[Ne[iii]{}\]/\[Ne[ii]{}\] ratios in the target systems. Interestingly, our models predict the occurrence of ionizing radiation from a massive star burst. Based on this analysis, we conclude that a delayed starburst plays a major role in the evolution of the target galaxies. References {#references.unnumbered} ========== [^1]: Based on observations made with the SINFONI instrument on UT4 at VLT under program ID 078.B-0852 - l * * 2 + ( 1 + l * * 2 - 1 ) * ( 1 - 3 + 3 ) + ( - l * * 2 - 2 * l * * 2 + l * * 2 ) * ( - 1 4 + 1 9 + 1 6 )
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driver 8.0.1.4 - CEM Datalogger new version Â CEM DT-172 - for Windows. cemdt172dataloggersoftwaredownload.Court rules for registrar in defamation case The registrar of births, deaths

and marriages is entitled to a defense in a libel action brought against it by Louise Armstrong, the King County records official who filed a civil complaint against her in September 2007
alleging that she had committed perjury. The King County Superior Court upheld a libel complaint by Christine Ring, a former computer technician who had filed a federal suit against the

registrar and the state Department of Licensing in 2005. Both women claimed they were defamed by the other. But the court tossed two libel claims filed by Armstrong against Ring
because they were filed in her name and were not brought as issues in the federal lawsuit filed by Ring that originally gave rise to the claims. The court determined that the case against

Ring is not connected to the case against the registrar. In the libel complaint filed in September 2007, Armstrong alleged that Ring maliciously filed the suit in her name and defamed her in
the process. The registrar's defense is that Armstrong has publicly admitted to having filed the suit in her name and that this constitutes an admission of perjury. The court upheld Ring's
claim that the allegations made against her by Armstrong were directed at her and were not directed at the state.This article is more than 1 year old This article is more than 1 year old
The home secretary has become the latest senior government minister to face questions over her use of the private jet she uses for official business. Penny Mordaunt, the environment

secretary, also uses the same plane, which is operated by a private company, when she 6d1f23a050
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